## Party Sheet

**Party Name:** Temple Guards  
**Alignment:** Good  
**Cost:** (743)

### Aestaria
- **Race:** Human  
- **Profession:** Paladin  
- **Abilities:** Defensive Instinct, Fearless, Fear, Heroism, Aura of Inspiration
- **Equipment:** Sword (11), Breastplate (7), Plate greaves (8), Healing potion (5)

### Tiriya
- **Race:** Priest  
- **Profession:** Gnome  
- **Abilities:** Innate power, Fanatic, Fearless, Heroism, Fear, Fury, Holy crusade
- **Equipment:** Crossbow (17), Sword (11) x3 = (33), Heavy helmet (9), Herbs (1)

### Sagissan
- **Race:** Half-giant  
- **Profession:** Duelist  
- **Abilities:** Tough hide, Stubborn, Sweeping cut
- **Equipment:** Axe (10), Axe (10), Horn (4)

### Avelin
- **Race:** Elf  
- **Profession:** Marksman  
- **Abilities:** Sneak, Move and shoot
- **Equipment:** Bow of Morrenviel (21), Dagger (7), Talisman of Destiny (4)

### Orxan
- **Race:** Tigerian  
- **Profession:** Scout  
- **Abilities:** Knockdown, Stealth
- **Equipment:** Dagger (7), Throwing knives (3) x3 = (9), Tracker cloak (8)

### Temoc
- **Race:** Halfling  
- **Profession:** Gladiator  
- **Abilities:** Dexterity, Weak spot
- **Equipment:** Short sword (11), Wooden shield (6) (parrying 5+), Healing potion (5)

### Notes